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￭ Lets users play video and audio
material at any speed between
1/.5 normal speed with natural
sounding audio ￭ Fast-forward

and slow-motion slider allows you
to SKIM boring stuff; and SLOW-
DOWN for interesting material ￭
Change speed during playback
without pausing or stopping ￭
Works with local files and files
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streamed from the internet (any
file format supported by WMP) ￭
Supports up to a normal speed
speed of 2.5 - Playback speed is
determined by a Windows Media

Player setting ￭ Supports
Matroska files ￭ Supports MPEG
and WMV files ￭ Supports AVI,

MPG, ASF, and MOV files ￭
Supports all common audio file

formats (MP3, WMA, AAC, etc.) ￭
Supports most common video file
formats ￭ Simultaneous playback

of all types of files through the
same stream ￭ Supports One-to-

One playback (up to 3 devices per
PC) ￭ Automatically determines
your most optimal speed for the
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media file ￭ Supports files
streamed from the internet ￭
Supports embedded videos in

web pages ￭ Doesn't need Adobe
Flash Player ￭ Smaller size,

downloads in half the time ￭ 20
languages, including Chinese,

Japanese, Spanish, French,
German, Russian, Portuguese,

and Korean ￭ 1 year paid updates
3:25 Time-Lapse Video Tutorials:
Slow Motion in Photoshop How to
create slow motion in Photoshop
for a free tutorial. In this video

tutorial we c... Time-Lapse Video
Tutorials: Slow Motion in

Photoshop How to create slow
motion in Photoshop for a free
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tutorial. In this video tutorial we
create a slow motion effect using

different blend modes on a
background and frame. Please
note that the last tutorial has

been removed because of
copyright: Free Tutorials: Contact

me: 3:55 How to create slow
motion in Photoshop for a free

tutorial. In this video tutorial we
create a slow motion effect using

image transitions. Time-Lapse
Video Tutorials: Slow Motion in

Photoshop
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2xAV.org provides an exciting
and flexible new way to navigate
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Web pages using the
mouse/keyboard instead of the
"page up/down" mechanism of

the conventional "browser". The
2xAV.org Web site is an

interactive
program/documentation/scripting
toolkit that works with all major
Web browsers including Internet
Explorer, Netscape Navigator,

Opera, Mozilla, and Safari.
2xAV.org does not depend on any
software you don't have, such as
java, or ActiveX controls. To make

it easier to navigate pages, you
can start right away with a single

click of the mouse to display a
synopsis or summary of the page.
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Use the button to quickly access
other sections of the page, or
jump to any part of the page,

including the tables and images.
Once you're there, scroll around
the page using the new "page
up/down" mechanism, or get

more information using the jump
buttons. Different sections of the

page can be bookmark and stored
in the 2xAV.org. 2xAV.org is not
just for Web sites, it works with

other file types, too, such as
printer documents, word

processors, and presentation
programs, allowing you to easily

navigate and view them.
2xAV.org Features: ￭ Quick page
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synopsis ￭ Jump directly to page
section from synopsis ￭ Jump
directly to page section from

synopsis ￭ Jump directly to page
section from synopsis ￭ Jump to

page section directly from
synopsis ￭ Jump directly to page

section from synopsis ￭ Jump
directly to page section from

synopsis ￭ Jump directly to page
section from synopsis ￭ Jump
directly to page section from

synopsis ￭ Jump directly to page
section from synopsis ￭ Jump
directly to page section from

synopsis ￭ Jump directly to page
section from synopsis ￭ Jump
directly to page section from
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synopsis ￭ Jump directly to page
section from synopsis ￭ Jump
directly to page section from

synopsis ￭ Jump directly to page
section from synopsis ￭ Jump
directly to page section from

synopsis ￭ Jump directly to page
section from synopsis ￭ Jump
directly to page section from

synopsis ￭ Jump directly to page
section from synopsis ￭ Jump
directly to page section from

synopsis ￭ Jump directly to page
section from synopsis ￭ Jump
directly to page b7e8fdf5c8
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Download

The Enounce 2xAV plug-in adds a
"slider bar" to the WMP that let's
you change the playback rate of
Video and Audio from 1/3 to 2.5
normal speed without pausing
playback. Patented Signal
Processing keeps audio sounding
natural (not "chipmunked") at all
speeds; and allows users to
comprehend and remember the
information. Adds VCR-style Fast-
forwarding and slow-motion
playback, but processes the audio
to maintain natural sounding
speech. Use it to speed through
boring material, slow down for
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interesting portions. Watch or
listen to news, movies, analyst
calls, financial commentary, and
sports at twice normal speed and
understand all of the information.
Great for on-line training, getting
information fast and skimming to
the end of a file without "skipping
over material". You get it all, at
your own rate. Here are some key
features of "2xAV Plugin for
Windows Media Player": ￭ Lets
users play video and audio
material at any speed between
1/.5 normal speed with natural
sounding audio ￭ Fast-forward
and slow-motion slider allows you
to SKIM boring stuff; and SLOW-
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DOWN for interesting material ￭
Change speed during playback
without pausing or stopping ￭
Works with local files and files
streamed from the internet (any
file format supported by WMP) ￭
See twice the material in the
same amount of time and
comprehend everything said ￭
Watch the World's Internet Media
at YOUR Speed! ￭ Works with
WMP embedded in web pages ￭
Embed the 2xAV speed bar in
your own pages with the ￭ new
ActiveX Control ￭ Customize the
interface with the programmable
ActiveX Control (requires API
License) ￭ Smaller size,
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downloads in half the time
Limitations: ￭ 7 days trial 2xAV
Plugin for Windows Media Player
Free Download: Requires WMP
10.0.7500.8148 or newer Click
Here to Download 2xAV Plugin for
Windows Media Player Download
for Vista: Requires Vista Service
Pack 2 or later Requires WMP
10.0.7500.8148 or newer Click
Here to Download 2xAV for
Windows Media Player 10 is the
most powerful Tool to increase
your productivity and reduce your
Stress. 2XAV for WMP can be
used to play video, audio,

What's New in the 2xAV Plugin For Windows Media Player?
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￭ Lets users play video and audio
material at any speed between
1/.5 normal speed with natural
sounding audio ￭ Fast-forward
and slow-motion slider allows you
to SKIM boring stuff; and SLOW-
DOWN for interesting material ￭
Change speed during playback
without pausing or stopping ￭
Works with local files and files
streamed from the internet (any
file format supported by WMP) ￭
See twice the material in the
same amount of time and
comprehend everything said ￭
Watch the World's Internet Media
at YOUR Speed! ￭ Works with
WMP embedded in web pages ￭
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Embed the 2xAV speed bar in
your own pages with the ￭ new
ActiveX Control ￭ Customize the
interface with the programmable
ActiveX Control (requires API
License) ￭ Smaller size,
downloads in half the time
Important Note: This Internet site
and the files available for
download are intended for use in
the United States of America and
its territories. View Full Video
Tutorial: Source: enounce™ 2xAV
- increased playing speed for
audio, video, games, books,
lectures Silverlight Show 3rd
Party License: Use 1of2done.com
for more Silverlight Show
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presentations, samples and
additional movies Contact me at:
Ken.I.Buchanan@us.ibm.com
Copyright 1999-2008 enounce™
2xAV - increased playing speed
for audio, video, games, books,
lectures Copyright 2007-2008
Ken.I.Buchanan@us.ibm.com
enounce™ - increased playing
speed for audio, video, games,
books, lectures enounce™ & 2xAV
by Ken.I.Buchanan@us.ibm.com
enounce™ - increased playing
speed for audio, video, games,
books, lectures published:27 Nov
2007 views:711 This video shows
how to get Video (AVI) Files to
your computer. For more
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information reading about the
system requirements, scroll down
to 15:33 in the YouTube video or
click here below. Follow me
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System Requirements For 2xAV Plugin For Windows Media Player:

Computer: Processor: Intel i5
(3.4GHz or better) or AMD
equivalent RAM: 2 GB or more
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce
9800GT or AMD equivalent
(GeForce FX 5200 or better)
DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive:
2 GB or more Additional Notes:
You will need a strong internet
connection to play the game.
Once installed, if the game
crashes, close Steam and delete
the game cache (the folder where
you keep game files) located in
this location:
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